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MontPIRG faces another battle
By Charles Mason
Kaimin Reporter

Although the Montana Public
Interest Research Group (Mont
PIRG) has won its battle with the
Board of Regents over a system of
financing, the more important
battle for student support is just
beginning.
The Board of Regents last month
authorized MontPIRG to receive
money from University of Montana
students under a “waivablerefundable” fee system. Under this
system, for which the group
members lobbied more than a
year, each student who registers at
the UM will pay an extra $2 a
quarter to finance MontPIRG. The
student may waive the fee at
registration by signing a form or

may request a refund later. Final
details of the system have yet to be
worked out between MontPIRG
and UM President Neil Bucklew.
The group rejected a "positive
checkoff" system offered by the
Board of Regents last December.
Under this system, a student would
voluntarily add an additional $2 to
their fees.
Gordon Gregory, graduate stu
dent in journalism and steering
committee member, said the
positive checkoff system hasn’t
worked at other universities
because it’s difficult to get
students to add to the cost of their
education for what they perceive
as an “unknown quantity.”
Gregory said MontPIRG, by
necessity, will concentrate its
research in areas chosen by
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students and of interest to the
majority of them.
"If MontPIRG goes off on a
tangent and isn’t responsive to
students’ concerns, then they
won't fund it and it'll fold,” Gregory
said.
Under MontPIRG’s contract with
the Board of Regents, if, for two
consecutive quarters, a majority of
students request a refund of the
MontPIRG fee, then the group will
go out of business.
According to Gregory, members
of the steering committee are
meeting
with
campus
organizations to learn of possible
research topics. MontPIRG’s local
board of directors, to be selected
in an election May 25, will use this
information to pick the first
research subject, Gregory said.
The group will hire a professional
in the appropriate field and
students will be used as paid
interns to do the research. Other
PIRGs have studied such subjects
as hazardous waste disposal,
health care and consumer educa
tion. Gregory pointed to research
on hazardous waste disposal in the
Niagara River by the New York
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Donahue—not a typical punker
By Ann Hennessey
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

DAVE JAMES, FRESHMAN in general studies, practices his Calvin
Murphy-style high-arch shot near Aber Hall while Dan Welch, freshman
In journalism, awaits his chance at a one-on-one match with James.
Despite the 75-degree weather, Welch was complaining about the
wobbly backboard. “We need a new basket,” he said. (Staff photo by Sam
Richards.)

“Punk" is a four-letter word in
Montana.
The word brings images of girls
in tight leopard-skin suits,
butchered hair dyed rainbow

‘A Run for Peace’ recruits Abzug
By Joanne DePue
Kaimin Reporter

When feminist Bella Abzug met
Jeff Tracy following her lecture at
the University of Montana Friday
night, he made her an offer she
couldn’t refuse that could result in
an adventure meriting the title “Ms.
Abzug goes to Russia.”
Tracy, a Browning school
teacher, is one of the organizers of
“A Run for Peace," a New York-toSeattle trek scheduled for June 21
to Sept. 18.
The offer Tracy made Abzug was

the opportunity to act as one of 16
delegates that will be sent to the
Soviet Union in November, funded
by the proceeds of the run.
Tracy approached Abzug with
his proposal during a reception in
the UM Women’s Center following
her speech to a crowd that spilled
into the aisles of the 450-seat
underground Lecture Hall.
Tracy said Saturday the purpose
of the 3,200-mile run is to raise
$100,000 through pledges to send
four groups of four delegates to
the Soviet Union, Poland and East
Germany. The groups will try to

colors and maybe a safety pin
through the cheek.
Jon Donahue, freshman in
general studies and singer in the
punk band Deranged Diction,
called that picture a stereotype. A
look of astonishment crossed his
face at the mention of this image,
then he smiled and said, “People
think, ‘Oh, God. He's going to
throw up—he’s a punk rocker.’”
In fact, Donahue doesn’t fit any

open the lines of communication
between the people of the United
States and the residents of those
countries.
Through understanding and
increased trust, Tracy said, the
possibility of a bilateral disarma
ment program would become more
realistic.
Abzug agreed to be in the first
group of delegates, which will
travel to Moscow after the elec
tions in November for 12 days of
informal talks with residents of the
country.
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JON DONAHUE

part of the punk rocker stereotype.
The
soft-spoken
19-year-old
wears T-shirts, straight-legged
jeans with cuffs and high-top
basketball shoes. He likes oatmeal
for breakfast and plays wiffle ball
with buddies from sixth floor of
Jesse Hall. His hair is sandy
brown—hardly an unnatural color.
Actually, Donahue said, the
music Deranged Diction plays isn’t
true punk. He calls it “punk to fit
your label.” There's mpre to punk
than the music, he said. “It’s an
attitude, a movement. You won’t
find it in Montana.”
“I don’t think it ever will be here,"
he said, adding that Montanans are
not likely to change their views
concerning punk rock.
New wave is what he said
Montanans call punk. It's more
passive, Donahue said. The typical
Montanan “couldn’t tell (punk
rock) from a bomb going off,” he
said.
Donahue is originally from
Orange County, Calif., where he

Cont. on p. 6

UM’s permanent art collection to see light of day
By Leslie Vining
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Through a project started by the
School of Fine Arts, the University
of Montana permanent art collec
tion, now hidden in the depths of
the Social Science building, will be
brought into public view.
The goal of the project is to
organize and restore the collection
so students can study art works
that appear in course material,
according to Kathryn Martin, fine
arts dean. The fine arts school also
hopes to sponsor several ex
hibitions from its collection in
galleries throughout the state, she
said.
Past efforts to organize the
permanent collection
were
hindered by insufficient funding
and inadequate storage facilities,
Martin said. A state grant of $37,500 has sparked the project, but
additional funds will be needed to
complete it, she added.
The works, ranging from the
16th century to the present, have

been acquired through donations
and bequests. About 200 pain
tings, lithographs, etchings,
photographs, woodcuts and more
than 700 prints make up the
collection. Artists featured in the
collection include Paxson, Sharp,
Mauer, Sisson, Remington,
Russell, Daumier, Gericault, Millet,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Delacroix and
Watteau.
Many western subjects and
landscapes appear in the works,
including a picture of Celestine
Onamoo, a Flathead Indian paint
ed by Beatrice Howe Mackey in
1910.
According to the painting’s
documentation, Celestine was
persuaded to pose only after she
was given a silver dollar and a sack
of flour. Celestine posed only
twice, but the artist “caught her
mood and striking manner.”
The donor of the painting
recalled Celestine in a letter:
“Many evenings I have seen
her pass my door, with axe in
hand and gunny sack over

her arm on her way to the
saw mill to get kindling for
her morning fire. She had
good shawls and dresses,
but she clung to her old
tattered garments.... I can
still hear her say in her native
tongue, ‘Skylle ca lelee me
urn’ (meaning Big White
Chief) no flour, no bacon, no
sugar; give me a dollar. And
she generally got it.”
E. S. Paxson’s “Sacajewea” is
another western highlight of the
collection. The 3-foot 6-inch by 5foot 2-inch painting has buckled in
the top right corner and discolored
since its 1904 completion. The
work will be reconditioned under
the project.
A painting of an earless face and
armless torso, referred to as “The
Admiral,” is just one of several
puzzles locked up in the collection.
“The figure may have been cut
out of one picture and glued onto
another canvas," Martin said, "but
Cont. on p. 6

Celestine Onamoo,
a Flathead Indian,
painted by Beatrice
Howe Mackey. (UM
photo by Leslie
Vining.)
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‘Voluntary’ guidelines
becoming mandatory
Simply by refusing to review a ruling, the U.S. Supreme
Court yesterday diluted the rights that are supposed to be
guaranteed to the U.S. people by the First and 14th
amendments.
By its refusal, the court left intact a Washington state
ruling that barred some reporters from pre-trial hearings
that were ostensibly open to the public.

I MEANT
ONA
CHAIR.

Kaimin editorial
Washington is one of 27 states that have bench-barpress (or similar) agreements, sets of voluntary
guidelines designed to resolve or avoid disputes between
the courts and the press.

But in an attempted-murder case involving a
Bellingham, Wash., woman, a county superior court
judge sought to make these voluntary guidelines
mandatory. Judge Byron Swedberg said that all reporters
wanting to attend pre-trial hearings on the case would
have to pledge in writing that their organizations would
follow the guidelines, or they would not be allowed to
attend the hearings.
The Billingham Herald refused to sign this agreement
and was barred from the hearings, even though they were
otherwise open to the public. The Herald appealed its
exclusion to the Washington Supreme Court and lost.
The 14th Amendment forbids any state to “deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws.” At least, it's supposed to. But by allowing the ruling
to stand, the U.S. Supreme Court has allowed journalists
to be denied the rights of other citizens. And thus it has
allowed them to be kept from fulfilling their task of
bringing the news to other citizens, most of whom do not
have the time to attend such hearings.
The Washington Supreme Court claimed that
Swedberg’s order did not amount to prior restraint
because no sanctions were threatened for anyone who
signed the agreement and then violated it. But Swedberg
was dictating to the press that it agree to report the
proceedings to the public in a certain manner. And even
discounting the possibility of contempt-of-court cita
tions, it would force journalists to violate their word in
order to report the proceedings in any other manner. And
the sanctity of a journalist's word — that an article is
accurate and unbiased, that a source can remain
confidential — is what allows the journalist to function.
According to Jack Keith, managing editor of The
Billingham Herald, the paper “will stilt follow the
principles upon the guidelines were based,” although the
Herald is withdrawing its support for the actual
guidelines, as have other state and area journalistic
organizations.
The Washington Newspaper Publishers Association, in
its official withdrawal of its support, said, “The concept of
government (in this case a judge) extracting a written
promise from a journalist in exchange for the freedom to
report a governmental action is contrary to every
principle of a free press, (and) therefore, should be
resisted."
The U.S. Supreme Court’s allowing the Washington
ruling to stand may lead to similar conflicts in the other
states that have such voluntary guidelines and may
endanger Montanan attempts to devise workable
voluntary guidelines.
Frank Haswell, chief justice of the Montana Supreme
Court and a member of the press-bar committee that has
been working on such guidelines for Montana, said
yesterday that the guidelines are meant to be a voluntary
“alternative to court action” and that, therefore, he could
not see "why any court decision would affect that.”
But if, as the U.S. Supreme Court has now allowed,
those voluntary guidelines could be twisted into
mandated restrictions of the press, then journalists in
Montana and out may find that the risks to their ability to
bring the news to the public are too great and that even
these “voluntary” guidelines are unworkable.
Brian L. Rygg
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Letters
Get to work,
McGrath

You never know when it will turn
back upon you. After all, Karen
McGrath, how would you feel if I
suggested that you and the rest of
the Kaimin staff should refrain
from printing any further editorials
until you have worked hard to
improve your powers of logic, your
knowledge of American civics and
your writing skills? I realize that
the First Amendment upholds your
right to print any thought that
happens to occur to you, but don’t
you think that we should maintain
stricter standards than that?
Gee, I think I can hear your
screams from here. Nevertheless, I
think it should be apparent to you
that my suggestion is perfectly
sensible, so to hell with your rights.
Get to work.

Editor Dear Karen McGrath:
I must congratulate you for your
ability to discern what it is that
drives certain ASUM groups, such
as the English Club, to request
monies from CB. We are obviously
trying to rip off our fellow students
and gain “easy access to financial
aid.* And here I thought all along
that what we were trying to do,
through legal and proper methods,
was to arrange transportation to a
conference in Boise. Thank you for
providing me with the correct
interpretation of our motives.
Karen, I agree with you and your
buddy Marquette that ASUM does
not have an unlimited amount of
money. Please don’t insult my
intelligence and the intelligence of Kathy Nielsen
all full-time UM students with
senior, English
statements of this caliber in the
future. We all know where
Fill up those holes
“ASUM's money” comes from. It is
extracted from us every quarter Editor We need to bring to atten
when we pay our fees, whether we tion a serious problem that is being
like it or not. I have personally been r overlooked. The magnitude of this
bled 15 times to keep CB's little problem is momentous and the
bureaucracy and your little infringement on our right to pur
sue happiness is great indeed. The
newspaper afloat.
problem—actually a hazard—is
In return for my quarterly tribute,
I have the privilege of being a one that more and more people will
certainly become aware of if the
member of ASUM. And if I belong
simple solution to eliminate it is
to an ASUM organization, then I
not soon taken.
am entitled to request funds from
Concrete curbs that are placed
CB for that group's activities, as
in various, insidious locations
long as I follow proper channels
around campus—notably behind
and observe certain rituals.
Whether my request is granted or the northeast side of the LA
Building—are what we are writing
denied, the fact remains that I do
have the right, under ASUM law, to about. These curbs are a true
menace! No, not because one
make the request. And this right
should not be called into question,
might trip or fall over them, but
because of the seemingly in
especially not by those people who
hold their offices by virtue of the congruous holes in each end of the
same democratic process, such as curbs. These vertical holes are
CB presidents and newspaper approximately 1.4 inches in
diameter and are designed to have
editors.
iron re-bar stakes driven through
But you, Karen McGrath,
them to hold the curbs in place on
propose to qualify a given
the ground. Most curbs around
democratic right by declaring that
campus do not have stakes in their
ASUM groups should not request
holes and thus the holes are
funds from CB until they have held
gapping open.
a bake sale first. This reminds me
Hacky-sack
players—the
of that proud era in our nation’s
overwhelming
majority of
history when the only people
worthwhile students—have had far
allowed to vote in elections had to
too many hacky-sacks lost to these
be 21, white, male and a lan
holes. It seems that a hacky-sack
downer. It's a dangerous business
has an innate attraction for the
to suggest that arbitrary criteria
should be applied to basic rights.
concrete traps. This attraction is

so strong that it can only be
described as some yet unnoted
basic physical force. Once a
hacky-sack has landed in a curb
hole it slides to the bottom, fitting
tightly, and can not be removed. It
becomes a dead sack. The game of
sack usually dies too, leaving the
players little to do but go to class—
a grim proposition indeed.
What we propose is that the
university have the physical plant
fill in these holes. By doing so
classroom overcrowding can be
avoided and the general harmony
of the university maintained.
Funds for this enormous project
could be gotten by raising the cost
of the bricks that are being sold for
the new radio-TV building by 54.
Sam Saroff
senior, chemistry
Carol Cillbert i
freshman, anthropology
Eric Anderson
sophomore, anthropology
Tom Williams
sophomore, anthropology

Dodge argument
strengthened
Editor: How sad it is that, for
want of an argument which can
dispense with libertarian logic in
"one paragraph or less,” John
Photiades not only fails to do so in
several paragraphs, but resorts to
making fun of my name in his
concluding remarks.
If this is the mark of those who
stand for collective enforcement of
more equitable human relation
ships, it only strengthens my
argument for individual human
rights.
Larry Dodge
Libertarian candidate, U.S. Senate
Helmville, Mont., 59843-0060

Published every Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday
and Friday of the school year by the Associated
Students of the University of Montana The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana Kaimin for
practice courses but assumes no responsibility and
exercises no control over policy or content. The
opinions expressed on the editorial page do not
necessarily reflect the view of ASUM. the state or the
university administration Subscription rates $8 a
quarter. $21 per school year Entered as second
class material at Missoula, Montana 59812
(USPS 360-160)

Sports----------------------------Knowles hoopsters bounce into tourney

Get Gassed At

By Ray Murray

7, and will continue until the team thing I want to do.
“You’ll notice we have no half
making the fewest errors and
having the most players still sur time center courts shots (KYLT
The NCAA basketball tourna-' viving wins the double-elimination sponsors competition from half
court during Grizzly games).
tournament.
ment is coming to Missoula this
The games will be to 15 points, Maybe we can shoot the Chicken
weekend.
with each bucket counting one from half court.”
No, don’t expect to see such
Obviously, Ulland hates the
point. A team must win by two
stars as Ralph Sampson grace
KYLT Chicken.
points. The all-exciting champion
the campus, for, in this case,
Proving that the tournament is
ship game will be a drawn-out affair
NCAA stands for Nowles Cagerun somewhat like a dictatorship,
to 21 points.
Action Annual.
Asked about the quality of team Ulland is planning to have an allIn fact, it’s the Third Annual
play during the tournament, Ul star team selected this year. "I’ll be
Nowles Hall Inter-Floor Pablo
land replied, “It doesn’t cost picking that,” he said with un
Picasso
If-You-Think-Hisanything to watch — I don’t want to questioned authority.
Fundamentals-Were-StrangeThis year Ulland, who plays in
get people’s expectations up too
Then-You-Should-See-Ours
high.
low-cut Nikes and a bandage
Memorial Men’s Basketball Tour
“You know there must be talent around his left knee so he looks
nament.
because we don’t have halftime athletic, is somewhat upset
“I just wanted to have something
shows and snackbars. This is pure because of a scheduling conflict.
atypical that would catch the eye
“The all-dorms function is the
unadulterated basketball — not at
and spark some interest," said
its finest, but we play with a basket same night of the tournament,” he
Dale Ulland, founding father of the
said. “That can give one an idea of
ball.”
fledgling tournament.
Ulland does have ideas of ex how big my tournament is.
Ulland, 22, started the tourna
"If I find out this function took
panding the tournament to include
ment his sophomore year after
all the dorms in a campus-wide away some potential fun, then I
noticing the basketball fever that
surely will be in touch with Ron
championship.
sweeps through Montana, and
Each dorm would have its own Brunell” (director of Residence
Missoula in particular.
winner, then those winners would Halls).
Now in its third year, the tourna
Once the action gets underway,
square off a week later to find the
ment continues to get bigger every
campus' best floor team.
it will most likely be sloppy and full
year with the crowd growing larger
With the question of eligibility of dirty plays. Adding to this
each year as the word of the
raised for varsity basketball play possibility will be the referees —
tournament spreads.
ers, Ulland pondered the question there will be none.
This year, Ulland is looking for a
for a moment and remarked, “I
Still, there will be some
record-breaking crowd.
think I would limit it to junior varsity semblance of organization.
*Td like to break the attendance
guys. There’s one this year—but
"Because I’m affiliated with tf)e
mark of 12 (set last year). The price
what the hell, he’s only 5-foot-10.” NCAA in a very loose way, I’ve
of admission is free,” Ulland said.
been told not to use the jump ball,
Ulland’s dream of expansion
“With that in mind, we have a two
continues beyond that.
there will be no three-point play,
for one deal.”
“Maybe the next two years I’ll nor will we have a time clock."
Each year, as director of the
Ulland, who runs like an old
tournament, Ulland, a creative fight for funding from ASUM — I
know Central Board has been
woman in pain, expects the up
writing major, must make sure the
picky — but maybe they’ll show up
perclassmen to dominate the tour
details of the tournament get taken
and get excited.”
nament because the others “don’t
care of.
He’s content with the lack of
have a chance.”
Each team is made up of
facil ities at the Women’s Center, so
residents of the floors in Knowles
In the future, Ulland sees the
the thought of moving to Dahlberg tournament hitting the road and
Hall, and each flpor is assigned a
Arena or, if it's ever built, the dome, “perhaps some year we’ll go on
shirt color to add to the
doesn’t appeal to him.
professionalism of the event.
tour and play in Libby, Mont.”
But what he's interested in is
In addition, Ulland books the
With his acceptance to graduate
some “local flavor” to help the
arena with the largest possible
school
here guaranteeing at least
seating capacity — the Women’s validity of the tournament.
two
more
years and tournaments,
“I wanna get Bill Schwanke
Center.
Ulland sees the tournament grow
(local sportscaster). Fat Dad
“I’m happy with the facilities at
(Grizzly announcer at home ing. He has also been told by
the Women’s Center,” the gangly
friends, that “if and when I do
games) is on a busy schedule, but I
6-foot-2-inch blue-eyed, freckled
leave, they’ll do their best to keep it
would like to get Bill Schwanke.
faced senior from San Diego said.
And maybe the losing team can going.”
“But, the wall is much too close to
have the KYLT Chicken.”
Why not change the name of the
the baseline.
Ulland also wants to stay away
tournament to a simpler, easier to
This year's scrambling for loose from turning the tournament into a
remember name, like the Dale
balls from out of shape Knowles commercial event. “I’m not sure I
Ulland Tournament?
Hall residents starts Friday night at want to do that — that's the last
“Not until I die,” he said.
Kaimin

Sports Editor

Gallup: Life after death
believed by many Americans
NEW YORK (AP) — Two-thirds
of the Americans questioned in a
survey said they believe in life after
death, according to a Gallup poll
published yesterday.
The
Gallup
organization
described the poll, published in the
June issue of McCall's magazine,
as “the most comprehensive sur
vey on beliefs about . .. the
afterlife that has ever been under
taken."
The poll found 67 percent who
said they believe in some kind of
afterlife, and Gallup found that
higher education did not weaken
that belief.
In fact, according to an accom
panying analysis, “Collegeeducated Americans are more
likely to hold such a belief than
those with a high school education
or less. What's more, the survey
indicates that age is not a factor
either. Eighteen-year-olds are just
as likely to believe in life after
death as people over 50.”

Those who said they believe in
an afterlife also were asked to
choose from among 24 descrip
tions of life after death. Two out of
three in the survey said it will be
peaceful, 54 percent said they
believed they would be in the
presence of God, and 42 percent
expected to be with friends,
relatives and spouses.
Five percent said it would be
boring.
Seventy-one percent of those
surveyed said they believe in
heaven, 53 percent in hell. Rural
and Southern Protestants were
more likely than urban dwellers
and Roman Catholics to believe in
eternal damnation.
Overall, 61
percent of
Protestants and 48 percent of
Catholics expressed a belief in
hell. Poorer respondents were
more likely to believe in both
heaven and hell, the poll said.
The poll also found nearly one in
four, including 21 percent of

Protestants and 25 percent of
Catholics, who said they believe in
reincarnation.
In general, the Gallup organiza
tion said, women were more likely
than men to believe in an afterlife,
by 5 to 10 percentage points.
The findings are based on a
national probability sample of
about 1,500 people who were
interviewed in person, Gallup said.
Results are subject to a margin of
error of 3 percent. McCalls did not
say when the poll was taken.

By working faithfully eight hours
a day, you may eventually get to be
a boss and work twelve hours a
day.
—Robert Frost

Committee — a group of men
who individually can do nothing
but as a group decide that nothing
can be done.
—Fred Allen

MORE GO FOR YOUR MONEY
regular-unleaded5th & Higgins
premium — Student
checks accepted
canoe/- kayak/

B0 JONSSON presents a DUSAN MAKAVEJEV him ■'MONTENEGRO"

SUSAN ANSPACH ERLAND JOSEPHSON PEROSCARSSON

thertrT)
515 SOUTH HIGGINS

MONTANA PREMIERE!
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15 P.M.

THE CAUCASIAN

CHALK CIRCLE
By Bertolt Brecht
English version, by Ralph Manheim
$6.00 General
May 26-29*8 PM
$4.50 Students
2 for 1 tickets
University Theatre
opening night, May 26
Sponsored by University of Montana •
School of Fine Arts • Drama/Dance • ASUM

OUR 59900

SUNROOF SALE
-

Installation Extra

.

1

THE
BEST DEAL
• Increases ventilation.
vv V
• Adds value and beauty to
T
your car.
• Quality, precision-made.
• Worry-free installation.
• Fully guaranteed.
BUT HURRY, the sun has to set sometime.

r

ServiceAuto Glass
2341 South Ave. West
Missoula

Call 549-2311
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Kaimin classifieds----------------- ------------lost or found
LOST YELLOW spiral notebook and plant ecology
lab book Kathy — 721-2407 or leave at UC
information desk
104-4

LOST ON Aber Day Child's white Sweater
(hooded) If found, please call Danny or Suzie.
549*8690 Lost m front of the band stage 104-4
FOUND. A portable tape recorder at the
"Unforgettable Fire" exhibit at Hellgate H.S.
Auditorium on April 27 Call Kermit Edmonds at
728-2400 to reclaim
103-4

— DESIRE ENROLLMENT IN ~

LOST AT Spring Spectacular at Lolo Hot Springs,
rusty parka w/veicro square box on back. It has a
S20 bill in the pocket, my student ID Amy fishing
license which is so essential to me. also a Brown
Jansport Vest Keep the $20. but the vest & coat
are my roommate's, and my life existence is vital. I
want to live to the ripe age of 23.1 only have 3 more
days Call 721-6730. ask for the "Pig Farmer "
104-4

LOST A blue mug in L A. 140 Please call Amy, 2435211.
104-4
LOST MY wallet! Rust-colored waterproof type,
with velcro seal If found, call Dan at 721-6071.
104-4

FOUND: TIMEX with rubber band. Found on the
Cloverbowl May 10. Can pick up in LA 101. 103-4
LOST. CHILD S red ’’down’' vest. Possibly in LA 103.
Reward Call 243-6760. Ask for Lynda.
103-4
FOUND: LADIES' watch, btwn. Women’s Gym &
tennis courts. Call 6809 to claim.103-4

LOST: BETWEEN UC bowling alley A forestry
building on Monday — an Alpha Phi crest off my
necklace, if is gold w/purple trim and crest on
front, Jostens 12K on back. If found, please call
721 -7367, very precious to me.103-4
LOST: FIRESTONE opal in pewter settings
necklace. If found, contact U.C. Info. Desk.
Reward.
103-4

REJECTED BY U.S. SCHOOLS? *

You can attend' a Philippine
school recognized by the
American Veterinary Medical
Association or listed with the
World Health Organization.
Students are eligible to take
the ECFVG or ECFMG exam.
All programs are taught in
English.

LOST: BROWN wallet with an orange lady bug on it.
Lost somewhere between the Hammond Arcade
Building on Higgins, and Connell Avenue. If you
have any information about It. please call 7286516.102-4

COST!! — MONEY, in form of cash, lost between 1 00
and 2:00 on Monday, May 10, somewhere along
sidewalk that runs in front of Craig hall and Turner
hall or inside of Music building recital room.
Money needed to pay debts owed to University. It
being the last of my funds, its return is essential to
my well being! I plead to whomever found the
money, as a fellow student, to understand and to
show sympathy for my sad situationl! Please help
and return A(S)?. THANK YOUI
102-4
FOUND: ONE women’s ring on the Clover Bowl. Call
549-8071 evenings and identify.
102-4

LOST: SMALL denim purse from REPTILAND, Pa. I
need my studegt ID! Call Lauren, 721-6684. 102-4
FOR APPLICATION AND DETAILS
CONTACT: -

Foreign Educational Services
Landol International. Inc.

Route 2. Box 388
Delano. California 93215
Telephone 805/725-5536
Please indicate which program —
Veterinary or Medical — for proper
application

LOST: APPROX. 3 weeks ago beside Miller Hall BB
court — blue nylon jacket. Says ’’Hawaii” on back,
"Rodger” on front. Great personal significance.
Please return to Miller desk (no questions asked)
or call 243-2386.
101-4
FOUND: FOUND Friday in Miller (1st floor shower
room) — X-country jacket. Please identify. Call
243-2386.
101-4
FOUND: LADIES’ digital Timex watch. Describe and
claim at Aber Hall desk.
101-4

FOUND: BROWN "Outdoor Products" day pack in
women’s rest room, Lodge Building. Claim in
Admissions Office.
101-4

personals

THESIS TYPING service. 549-7958

HEY SPORTS fans! MONTANA KAIMIN classified
ads are 50c per line. 5 words per line. 45€ per line
for each additional day. and remember, lost and
found, and transportation ads are free. Montana
Kaimin Business Office, Journalism 206A. 2436541
60-50

PROFESSIONAL IBM TYPING. Lynn. 549-8074
Thesis specialist/editor.82-33

ALGAE. LET'S go on safari and remember to bring
jelly beans!
104-1

SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, word
processor for .all error-free typing needs, also
weekends and evenings by appointment. 2513828, 251-3904, ___________82-33

NEW 2-bdrm. apartment, $210/mo. We pay garbage
and water, near downtown. 728-1551 or 728-5520
■
100-5

THESIS TYPING SERVICE. 549-7958.

THE OLD Monk’s Cave for parties. $100 549-8622.
104-1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Gutz! Hope you make it to
Idaho! — The Gang
104-1

GASOHOL CREATES Montana jobs. 100% Montana
product. Montana's renewable energy resource.
Available at Ole’s Country Store. 624 East
Broadway.
103-5
GASOHOL — CLEANER fuel systems and spark
plugs — cooler summer operation — easier winter
starting. Available at Ole's Country Store, 624 E.
Broadway.
103-5
MONT-PIRG MEETINGS every Tues, at 6:00, LA
308. Everyone is welcome!
103-2
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private completely
confidential listening, come to the Student WalkIn, southeast entrance. Student Health Service
Building. Weekdays 8 am to 5 pm. Also open every
night, 7-11 pm, as staffing is available.
88-28

help wanted
WOMAN: FREE room exchange for light work.
Board negotiable' 543-6859.
104-3

JOB INFORMATION: Dallas, Houston, overseas,
Alaska. $20,000 to $50,000 possible. 602-998-0426
Dept. 0858. Phone call refundable.
104-1
HOUSESITTER AVAILABLE. Summer exp./ref. 7282219.
104-3
STRUGGLING TROUT farmer in need of caretaker
groundskeeper for summer. Room, board and
small salary in exchange for care and upkeep of
Mission Valley Trout Farm. Resume and personal
sketch to: Donald Stewart, Rt. 1, Box 27, St.
Ignatius, Montana 59865.
103-2

POSITION OPEN for tennis pro/instructor from
June 15-Sept. 6, to run full tennis program,
including men’s, women’s and children's clinics
and tournaments. Send application and resume
by May 22 to Sheri Broudy, in care of Butte
Country Club, P.O. Box 3465, Butte, MT 59701.
_______________________________________ 103-2

79-37

EDIT-TYPIT student rates—typing, editing, word
processing, papers, theses, dissertations—
scientific, technical, legal, resumes, letters, apps.
South A Higgins. M-F. 9-5. 728-6393.
82-33

82-33

transportation
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman 5/20 or 21 — return 5/23.
Call 2288—Jodee. Keep trying. Help with gas.
______ ________________________________ 104-4

RIDER WANTED to share expense to Helena and
back or one way, Friday, May 21st. Leaving
between 7.00-8:00 am. Call 1-825-7418. 104-4

COLUMBIA FALLS or vicinity. Ride needed for one
or two. Friday 5/28 after 12 p.m. Share expenses.
728-8297 or 542-2747.104-4

SALMON, ID — Ride needed Friday 5/21 after 11:00
а. m. Call Mary, 721-1327.
104-4
RIDE NEEDED for 2, plus 6 boxes, to Seattle — June
б, p.m., or June 7, a.m. Will share driving and gas.
549-2596
104-4

PROFESSIONAL TYPING — Berta, 251 -4125, after 5
p.m. Campus pickup/delivery.
103-13

TYPING — DEPENDABLE, experienced. Sandy,
728-8544._________________________ 101-11
IBM, EDITING, fast, convenient. 543-7010,

97-16

LEGAL SECRETARIES will do your typing.
Reasonable prices. Notary. Cindy or Mary, M-F, 95, 721-2841; evenings/weekends, 251-3634, 5436514.
97-8

TYPING SERVICES — 251-3079.

90-26

QUIET FEMALE: to find and share apartment with
for summer and next school year. 243-5515.
104-1

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share nice 3 bdrm,
house for the Summer. Rent $117 * 1/3 utilities —
w/d. dishwasher, garbage disposal. 2 bathrms.,
nice yard. 721-1046.
104-3
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice 2-bdrm., 2-bath
apt. Free w/d, & dry sauna. Non-smoker.
$142.50/mo. plus
util. Opens June. Call Jerry,
543-5498.
93-20

ONE BEDROOM house, fully furnished, summer
session, $100 month. Call 549-1992, parking and
yard!
104-1

RIDERS NEEDED to Lewiston, Idaho. Leaving
Friday, May 14, returning Sunday, May 16. Call
Tracy, 728-4362, evenings.
101-4

UM VISITING math instructor wants to sublet or
housesit for 4 wks. June 21-July 16, for self,
husband, 2 children. Can furnish ref. 1-509-9654528.
104-4

RIDERS NEEDED to Glendive, MT. Leaving Friday,
May 14. Returning May 17th or 18th. Call Ned at
721-1679 evenings.
101-4

for sale
KABUKI LA-VELOZ 12-speed. One month old.
Perfect condition. $170. 721-7730.
104-2

PLANE TICKET from Balt. MD—Missoula. $150.
Call 243-4965
104-4

ONE WAY plane ticket: Missoula-Denver. Good
through June 19. $100. 549-9308.
104-4

TYPING — 75C/PAGE — 549-9741
_________ ____________________________ 104-11

roommates needed

sublet

services

LEGAL SECRETARIES will do your typing.
Reasonable prices. Notary. Cindy or Mary, M-F, 95, 721-2841, evenings/weekends, 251-3634, 5436514.
_____________ 104-4

INEXPENSIVE ROOMS — Central location
Efficiencies.
$70-$130/mo..
util,
included.
Montagne Apts., 107 So. 3rd W., Mgr. #36 10a m.1 p.m. weekdays.
93-23

RIDE NEEDED to Billings Friday, May 14 after 11:00.
Returning Monday, May 17. Will help with gas.
Either way, please call 243-2505.
101-4

1975 HONDA 360, in good condition. $800 or best
offer. Call 549-1992.
It’s inexpensive
transportation!
104-1

typing______ _ ________ ______

SINGLE ROOM for rent. Located close to the
University, with kitchen, bathroom and laundry
facilities available $100.00 a month. 728-2151
________103-4
SUMMER ROOMS for rent, one block from campus.
728-9614.
100-5

SEATTLE — RIDE needed for two, leaving 21st and
returning 23rd. Will gladly share gas. Call Laura at
243-2298.
102-4

WANTED: CARING person to trade room and board
for child care. 728-9197.
101-4

STORAGE FOR your college needs. Vigilante Mini
Storage, 4050 Highway 10 West. $10 minimum and
up. 549-4111.103-13

for rent

ACOUSTIC GUITAR — $70.00. 243-4549.

103-3

GASOHOL — COMPLETELY safe in all vehicles —
no modifications. Same competitive low price as
regular gas. Available at Ole's Country Store, 624
East Broadway.
103-5

automotive

miscellaneous
GASOHOL — INCREASED mileage in most cases —
no modifications. Available at Ole’s Country
Store, 624 E. Broadway.
103-5

instruction
THE JEM SHOPPE. Gem faceting classes. 728-4077.
105 S. Higgins.
70-46
DANCE CLASSES—Elenita Brown—Missoula.
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 114 W. Pine. All ages.
Ballet, Character, Modem, Jazz, Primitive and
Spanish (classical and Flamenco), Dancercise.
Also pre-dance for small children (1) 777-5956;
721-1386; 549-4270.
79-36

scholarships__________________
SCHOLARSHIPS: TUITION, Books. Fees, $100 per
month. 243-2769-4191.
90-26

SCHOLARSHIPS tuition, books, fees, $100/month.
243-4191,243-2769.
82-33

GASOHOL — IMPROVED performance. Decreases
knock and engine ping — cooler running —
available at Ole's Country Store, 324 East
Broadway.
103-5

to give away

bicycles______________________

BEAUTIFUL 4-YR. old Golden Retriever — female,
spayed, gun shy. Great pet! Needs freedom to
roam. 549-2596.
104-4

27-IN. SCHWINN 10-speed. dood shape. $80. 7212458.
104-2

help wanted
WANTED TO buy: Used furniture, particularly
tables, chairs, sofa. 243-6658. Leave message for
Tom.
104-3

stereo_______________________
AM/FM PHONO 8-track. $30. 721-2458.

104-2

tutoring ____
PAPER WRITING assistance. Experienced tutor.
721-4033.
104-4

Police Department cleans house
with annual recovered bicycle auction

Tonight thru Saturday
Mon.-Fri. 5:00-6:30
Happy Hour

By Pat Stuart
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

If your bicycle was lost or stolen
and you didn’t get it back, it may be
up for auction tomorrow.
In an effort to clean out its
evidence room, the Missoula

ANNOUNCES THE
FOLLOWING STAFF POSITIONS
FOR FALL, 1982
ASSISTANT DRUM MAJOR
Marching Band Flag Girl Coordinator
REQUIREMENTS: Background ai
/ experience in

SALARY: $100 for the season

DEADLINE FQR APPLICATION:
Mwftflay, May 24th

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Thomas H. Cook, Director of Bands
Music Buildins, Room 2
243-2959
*All Marching Band Auditions will take place during Fall Quarter, Orientation/Registration Week.
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Police Department is holding a
bike auction tomorrow at 5:15 p.m.
in the parking lot between City Hall
and the annex at 201 W. Spruce St.
According to Capt. Dale Kidder
of the police department, 86
bicycles that have been in the
department’s possession for at
least six months will be up for sale.

For the minimum price of $5, the
bidders will vie for 10-speeds,
three-speeds with baby seats on
the back, children’s bikes and
assorted wheels and frames.
Kidder said the auctions have
been held for several years. Two
auctions usually are held per year,
although more may be scheduled
if the evidence room becomes too
crowded.
Proceeds from the auction will
go in the city’s general fund if the
bike was found in the city or in the
county’s general fund if the bike
was found outside city limits.
Kidder, who has administered
the auctions for two years, said
that all the bikes will be sold if past
auctions are any indication.
No figures are available on how
many bikes were sold at the last
auction or how much money was
taken in from those sales.
No statistics on the number of
bicycles in Missoula have been
compiled and the theft and
recovery rates also are un
available. However, John Williams,
Missoula’s bicycle coordinator,
said he thinks Missoula's bicycle
licensing program, instigated a

little more than a year ago, has
resulted in a higher recovery rate,
if not a lower theft rate.

Williams periodically sends put
newsletters to ail licensed bike
owners with a request for changes
in address. He said that reported
changes make it easier to find the
owner of recovered licensed
bicycles.
Missoula had a bike licensing
program in the early 1970s, but
Williams said it is almost impossi
ble to get any information from
those records because they often
do not contain an exact descrip
tion of the bike or its serial number.

l/M ensemble
to perform tonight
The UM Percussion Ensemble
will meet for “A Night of Percus
sion" tonight at 8:15 in the Music
Recital Hall.

The concert, featuring African
drumming, marimba solos and
Japanese folk melodies, is free and
will include performances by the
nine-member group on a variety of
Western and ethnic style drums.

Gonductor Larry Nielson, a
graduate student in music educa
tion, said percussion music is
difficult to describe, but, once
heard, “people will want to get up
and dance to it.”

-World news
THE WORLD
• A new government,
headed by a woman for the
first time, has been endorsed
by Yugoslavia’s Parliament.
Milka Planinc, 57, who has
been head of the Communist
Party in the southern
republic of Croatia, was
approved as prime minister
in Sunday’s joint ses
sion of the Federal Assembly,
which is composed of a Fed
eral Chamber and a Chamber
of Republics and Provinces.

• Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher said yesterday that
Britain will give UN talks one
more chance to settle the
Falkland Islands conflict, but
she reportedly warned
Argentina that it has 48 hours
to make peace. "We have
gone as far as we can,” she
told
Independent Radio
News, clearly exasperated at
what she called Argentine
intransigence. “They are the
invader. They are the
aggressor. We are the
aggrieved. It is up to them.”
THE NATION
• Floods washing neck
deep through city streets
chased thousands of people
from their homes yesterday
in Texas and Oklahoma,
where a week of violent
thunderstorms
and
tor
nadoes has left millions of
dollars in damage. People
scrambled onto rooftops and
climbed trees to escape the
water in some communities
as
National
Guard
helicopters and police boats
plucked others to safety. At
least nine deaths have been
blamed on the week of
storms which spread from
the Mexican border in Texas
to Kansas City, Mo.

• The father of a shy,
solemn 12-year-old who
became the youngest
college graduate in U.S.
history says his two other
children show promise of
matching their brother’s

academic feats. Jay Luo, son
of immigrants from Taiwan,
joined about 1,460 other
Boise State University
students at graduation
ceremonies Sunday. The
young Luo earned a degree
in mathematics. He will enter
graduate school at Stanford
University as early as this
summer, says his father,
Zong Luo.
• A Princeton University
senior disciplined for alleged
plagiarism in a term paper is
suing the university, saying
her punishment was too
severe.
Gabrielle
Napolitano,
a Rhodes
Scholar nominee with a 3.7
grade-point average, was
found guilty of plagiarism by
the university’s Committee
on Discipline earlier this
year.

MONTANA
• A teacher shortage ap
parently is shaping up in
Montana. “I can predict
without any hesitation that
we’re going to be faced with
a teacher shortage in three to
five years,” said James
Erickson, president of
Northern Montana College
at Havre. There are fewer
students choosing educa
tion as a major and some
who have gone into teaching
are being recruited by in
dustry for their scientific
backgrounds. Others are
being drawn away from Mon
tana by higher salaries in
other states, including
Wyoming and Alaska.
• The cost of farmland
nationally has dropped,
although prices in Montana
have increased by 6 percent,
says a report by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
The study spans the period
between Feb. 1, 1980 and
April 1,1982. The report says
the average price for an acre
of land in Montana is $254,
compared with $239 in 1981
and $229 in 1980.

Week in preview —
TODAY
Film
Flight of the Condor — Down the Amazon, top
award winner of the 1982 International Wildlife Film
Festival 7 p.m., Social Science Building. Room 352
Meetings
MontPIRG. 6 p.m.. Liberal Arts. Room 308
Multiple Sclerosis Center of Western Montana, 10
a.m.. Western Montana Clinic, 515 W. Front (Kitner
Conference Room)
Champion International. 9 am. to 5 p.m..
University Center Montana Rooms
New-Age Thinking, Mountain Bell, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., UC Montana Rooms
Formal lobbying, ASUM Budgeting, 6 p.m., UC
Montana Rooms

Exams
State Electrical Board exams. 8 a.m. to noon, UC
Montana Rooms

Interviews
ASUM Programming Coordinator interviews. 3
p m., UC Montana Rooms
Course
Real Estate Pre-Licensure. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., UC
Montana Rooms

Money Return
UMOP Swap Sale, for people who sold bikes at
last week s Bike Swap. 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. UC
Montana Rooms Ticket Office
Fair
Handicap Awareness Week Table Fair. 11 a.m. to 4
pm , Handicapped Student Union. UC Mall
Coffeehouse
Peter Alsop. noon. UC Copper Commons Balcony
Poetry
Victor Charlo, poetry reading. Student Action
Center 7:30 p.m.. UC Lounge

WEDNESDAY
Meetings
Pre-nursing organizational meeting for potluck
picnic. 5 p.m to 7 p.m.. Liberal Arts Room 207
New-Age Thinking. Mountain Bell. 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.. UC Montana Rooms
Central Board. 6 p.m,. UC Montana Rooms
Brown Bag
"Mental/Cuitural
Aspects:
Defining
Your
Sexuality.” Women's Resource Center, noon. UC
Montana Rooms
Luncheon
Storeboard luncheon, noon. UC Montana Rooms
Interviews
ASUM Programming Coordinator interviews. 3
p m . UC Montana Rooms

Banquets
Dean Stone Night, School of Journalism, 5:30
p.m., UC Gold Oak Room
Sigma XI Banquet, 7 p.m., UC Montana Rooms
Coffeehouse
Handicapped Student Union, 7:30 p.m., UC
Lounge
Lecture
“Wildlife Management of Threatened and
Endangered Species in Wilderness,” sponsored by
Wilderness Institute, 7 p.m.. Liberal Arts Building
Room 11
Olamic Museum, Pat Zentz, visual artists, 10 a.m..
Forestry Building Room 305
Course •
Real Estate Pre-Licensure course. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
UC Montana Rooms

Summer session offers wide selection
By Jan Brenny
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Digging up mushrooms and
studying the cowboys, cowchips
and bankers of Montana’s history
are a few of the activities that will
occupy the time of students atten
ding the University of Montana
summer session.
Cowboys,
Cowchips and
Bankers is a class that studies the
social and economic factors in
fluencing Montana history. In
Montana Mushrooms, offered
through the botany department,
students can learn to identify and
preserve mushrooms.
Besides the regular class
offerings, many special courses
and workshops will be offered:
• The Silver Burdett Music
Workshop ’82 is a workshop for
teachers. It will deal with teaching
methods and techniques and will
be offered from June 14 to June 18.
• The 1982 Counselor Forum
will offer participants advanced
training in therapies that help their
clients cope. Speakers include
Lawrence Brammer, an inter
nationally known counseling psy
chologist, John Watkins, who is
known around the world for his
work in hypnotherapy, and Ralph
Mosher, author of many books and
articles about counseling.
• The Rocky Mountain Great
Outdoors Program is a series of
courses that study the history, art
and culture of the Rocky Moun
tains and Montana.

• The 1982 Summer Dance
Workshop, from June 14 to July 9,
will offer courses in ballet, modern
and jazz dance. The courses will be
taught by artists such as Lee
Connor, a New Mexico-based
choreographer and teacher, Jac
ques Lemay, jazz director of the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet, and Xenia
Chlistowa, a former soloist with
the Kirov Ballet Company of the
Soviet Union.
• Montana’s Wild
Country:
Wilderness Study Expeditions is a
series of eight expeditions, rang
ing from one to three weeks long,
to the Bob Marshall Wilderness,
Glacier National Park, the Bear
Tooth Mountains and down the
Blackfoot or Missouri Rivers.
Research techniques and
“ecological traditions” will be
covered regarding animals, rivers
and wilderness.
Mel McCoy, summer program
manager, said 2,200 students are
expected to attend summer ses
sion and approximately 60 percent
of those will be continuing
students and teachers attending
classes to keep up their certifica
tion.

McCoy said interest in attending
summer school has risen since
1980 and much of that interest
comes from out of state.
In 1980, 22,000 summer-session
flyers were mailed out and 358
people requested more informa
tion, he said. This year, 20,000
flyers were sent and 800 interest
coupons were returned. McCoy
said replies came from almost
every state.
"We don’t know why the rise in
interest,” he said. “We’ll be study
ing it to find out the kind of people

who replied.”
According to Dorothy Cordial,
manager.of the UM Financial Aid
Office, students applying for
summer school need to fill out a
financial aid supplement in addi
tion to the regular financial aid
form as soon as possible. The
Financial Aids Office is in the
Lodge Room 101.
Summer-session bulletins and
program flyers are available in the
Center for Continuing Education,
125 Main Hall.

LOW DRINK PRICES NOON-6
30< SCHOONERS
$1.25 PITCHERS
50C HI BALLS
10:30 - 11:30
IOC BEERS $1 PITCHERS 50C HI BALLS

THE LIBRARY

Pizza
&
Sandwiches

DIME NIGHT
10:30 — 11:30
IOC BEERS

$1.00 PITCHERS

500 HIBALLS

REBEL
TRADING POST

SALOON

THURSDAY
Meetings
New-Age Thinking, Mountain Bell. 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., UC Montana Rooms
Course
Real Estate Pre-Licensure course, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
UC Montana Rooms
Luncheon
Retired faculty luncheon, noon. UC Ballroom
Dinner
Big Sky track championship coaches dinner, 7
p.m., UC Montana Rooms
Race
Handicapped Student Union relay race. noon.
Library Mall
Lecture
“Role of the Psychologist and Possible
Implications for Clinical Pharmacology." Robert A.
Shea, 11 a.m.. Chemistry-Pharmacy Building. Room
109
Film
Mary Queen of Scots, 8 p.m., UC Ballroom, free
Politics of Poison. UM Task Force on 2,4-D. 7
p.m.. Science Complex 131
Energy Program
"Superinsulation: A Canadian Perspective."
Alternative Energy Resources Organization. 7:30
p.m,. Missoula County Courthouse. Room 201
Workshop
"Healing and Dying.” adapting to death,
sponsored by Hospice of Missoula. 7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p m.. First United Methodist Church. Basement
Conference Room. 300 E Main St
Exhibition
French illustrations. Artine Artinian, noon to 5
p.m. (gallery hours). Missoula Museum of the Arts.
335 North Pattee
Interview
Waddell and Reed. Inc., Lodge Room 148
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UM_________

Donahue____
Cont. from p. 1
got his first taste of punk music
playing bass in a punk band in high
school. His parents "didn’t really
mind," he said, although his
mother complained about the
“noise in the garage."
Donahue's family moved to
Butte during his senior year of high
school.
At the end of this school year, he
plans to return to California and
drive trucks for Golden State
Foods Distributors or work con
struction.
"Jeff and I used to just mess
around," Donahue said, speaking
of band member Jeff Ament,
freshman in art and the band's
bass player.
Donahue and Ament saw the
band Who Killed Society play one
night and, afterward asked if they
could play a few songs. Who Killed
Society agreed and Deranged
Diction was born.
Ament looked through a dic
tionary to come up with a name for
the band and the words deranged
and diction seemed to “fit better.”
The band’s first performance was
at the Top Hat March 28, but the
history of Deranged Diction may
be short-lived. The band’s
Mother's Day performance was to
be its last, but Donahue said
Deranged Diction may play one
more time during Memorial Day
weekend at the Trading Post.
Donahue said he is moving

toward ska, a revival of the old
reggae, Jamaican-type music with
a distinctive beat. Donahue
emphasized that reggae is "not to
be compared or confused with
punk”—it’s completely different.
“As a musician, Jon is fairly ver
satile,” Ament said. “He can play
bass, guitar, drums and he’s now
singing in our band. Even though
our interests now differ, we had a
great time showing people in
Missoula that boring rock ’n’ roll
isn’t the only type of music.”
Ament said that Donahue has
“experienced all phases of LA
punk” and is ready to move on to
something else.
Donahue said he thinks his
music, as well as his political
views, are a rebellion against the
norm—“the boring old rock ’n’
roll.”
Donahue has a few admirers,
although they may be reluctant to
fully commit themselves to his
punk music.
Jamie McCann, freshman in
journalism, said, “Donahue knows
his music pretty well. Being
brought up in Cal makes a guy very
aware of the music scene.
Although I don’t always agree with
him, I respect his opinion.”
Dave Gribble, freshman in
general studies, perhaps best
summed up the common feeling of
Donahue's crowd: “I don’t know
about all that music stuff those
guys are doing, but that Jon is a
heck of a nice guy.”

Abzug______
Cont. from p. 1

escape,” and doesn't represent the
“It's not necessarily a mission of views of the majority of U.S.
’this is what we have to say,' but citizens. Abzug said it is the duty of
more a mission of ‘we want to get those who oppose the New Right
to know you, to establish a network
to stand up for their basic civil
of communication,”’ Tracy said.
rights.
Tracy began to organize the run
The 62-year-old former con
in February with another Browning
gresswoman and attorney is the
teacher, Bill Starkey, and a Helena
president of WOMEN-USA, a
resident, Paul Carpino, an women’s activist group. She is also
organizer of the MX Roadshow in the author of the book, Ms. Abzug
Montana.
Goes to Washington.
The three men will be the prin
Tracy said volunteers are need
cipal runners in the cross-country ed to organize activities associated
journey, each running 12 to 14 with the Montana portion of the
miles per day. Other runners will
"Run for Peace.”
join them along the way.
Potential volunteers can reach
The runners are asking people to
him at P.O. Box 202, East Glacier,
pledge a penny per mile for a total
Mont., 59434.
of $32 for the entire trip.
Forty percent of the $100,000
goal will be used to send the
delegates to the Soviet Union,
Anything of Value
while the rest will be donated to
organizations like the War
One Item or a
Resisters League, the Coalition for
Houseful
a new Foreign and Military Policy
and the Northern Sun Alliance,
We Like to Trade
a grass roots organization for
nuclear disarmament in
Minnesota.
728-0300
When Tracy attended Abzug's
lecture, which was part of the
Women’s Resource Center con
ference "What Can We do About
728-4398
the New Right?," he said he was
not thinking of her as a possible
229 E. Main
Next to City-County Library
delegate.
He began to, he said, when he
heard her address the issue of
nuclear war from a feminist point
Going home for
of view.
the Summer?
"The only equality we have
earned is the right to die equally —
You don't have to haul your
Cherished Junk" home! You
women, children and men — in a
can store it with us until Fall.
nuclear war," Abzug said in her
lecture. She urged women to
• CONVENIENCE
recognize that they have the right
• SECURITY
• BIKE STORAGE UNITS
to ask for peace for themselves.
• ECONOMY SIZES. AS LOW
Abzug said feminists can com
AS S6.00 PER MONTH.
bat attacks from the ultra-right
Moral Majority, by forming a
powerful political bloc to oppose
the Reagan administration’s
tendency of "shooting from the hip
Rent W: Space
at those who are weak and unable
Clark St. & Dearborn
to shoot back.”
The Moral Majority, she said, is
| 728-6222 |
"who our ancestors came here to

Cont. from p. 1
nothing is certain.”
According to Martin, the portrait
was once believed to be done by
Rembrandt Peale, an American
colonial painter, but studies have
proven this to be false. The history,
date and donor of the painting
remain unknown, she said.
“The Admiral" and other works
in the collection will be researched
by art experts because, Martin
said, “When someone gives you a
painting, you want to check its
authenticity before you spend
$3,000 for its restoration." Clean
ing the paintings may cost up to
$300, she said.
Conservator Richard Trela from
Clancy has examined the overall
condition of the paintings. Works
with signs of severe distress —
tears, mildew, spots, flaking paint
— will be sent to the Rocky
Mountain Regional Conservation
Center at the University of Denver
for restoration, Martin said.

The undocumented works will
be X-rayed at a radiation level
determined by Treia's evaluation,
she said. The X-rays and
photographs of the paintings will
be sent to the Frick Museum in
New York. Using this information,
the museum's experts in art history
and techniques will attempt to
identify the paintings.
All the prints in the collection
have been cataloged by Dennis
Kern from Hardin, who graduated
from UM in June 1981 with a
master’s degree in fine arts.

According to Martin the Fine
Arts/Radio-Television
Building,
scheduled for construction oh the
UM campus this year, will finally
provide the space for properly
exhibiting the paintings, furniture,
prints, glassware and other items
in the collection.

MY PLACE
2605 Brooks
presents

The Rockin’ T Band
(formerly “Reckitt")

Free Keg from 7-9
TONIGHT
If you like to jitterbug
this is the place to go.
WILDERNESS QUARTER
Backcountry Field Studies
August 2-24; 5 units
• High Sierra Natural History • The Alpine
Wilderness • Nature Writing
August 30-November 4; 15 units
•Yosemite Wilderness • John Muir
Wilderness • Wilderness Journal •
Backcountry Hawaii (9/17-11/22)

Wilderness Studies,
Carriage House
\ UNIVERSITY OF
XCALIFORNIA EXI
TENSION
/ Santa Cruz, CA
95064
(408) 429-2781

MONTANA
T-SHIRTS

MontPIRG . . .
Cont. from p. 1
PIRG as an example of what can be
done.
“Their findings were used by the
media for stories on the dangers of
uncontrolled waste disposal,” he
said.
Gregory said that data from
MontPIRG’s research will be
published and some of it will be
distributed to the appropriate state
and federal officials.
“We can and will lobby when
necessary,” he said.
Gregory said the group will need
at least $25,000 to operate as an
effective organization.
According to Tanya Holonko,
another steering committee
member, the May 25 election will
be open to any student who wishes
to run for a seat on the 10 member
board. The voting will take place at
a meeting to be held at 7 p.m. in
Room 131 of the Science Complex.
All students are eligible to vote.

These Designs Are Created by Montana Artists
and Are Multicolored

HIDE and SOLE

Custom Leathercraft and Footwear
236 N. Higgins • Downtown • 549-0666

Want To Buy

B&B Pawn Shop
Winfield’s
Antiques
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RIDERS IN THE SKY
3 NIGHTS

MAY 18, 19, 20
9 p.m.
THE CAROUSEL

Tickets Available at:
Besides Their Incredible
BUDGET TAPES & RECORDS
Music They Are Funny . . .
ELI’S RECORDS & TAPES
They Have Appeared On
THE FED IN DOWN TOWN
Steve Martin T.V. Specials.
GRIZZLY GROCERY
PROCEEDS BENEFITING MISSOULA ADVOCACY
$5.00 Advance
$6.00 Day of Show
“Gene Autry would haue been proud, and Roy Rogers, and the Sons of the Pioneers. . . . They
play cowboy music the way movie cowboys used to play it in the 30’s and 40's.” GARY
MULLINAX

A STANDLEY COMMUNICATION

